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Italian Quality

Quick Delivery

Hydromec products are designed according to two main principles: mo-
dularity, thanks to which the gear unit can be composed to suit various 
application requirements, and quality in terms of accurate machining of 
components.
Our range of products includes  worm gears (round and square shape), 
coaxials, bevel helicals, parallel shafts and special versions on request.

Our daily challenge - providing the best service and the best quality.
Hydromec has dimensioned its production and logistics to meet the 
market demands that require increasingly fast terms of delivery.

Premium Products

MADE
IN

ITALY

Flange
Fully modular to IEC B5-B14 

and for NEMA C fl ange.

Monoblock housing
Is vacuum impregnated 

(MIL-STD 276) for protection 
and sealing. No secondary 
fi nish required but readily 
accepts paint. Combines 

light weight with high tensile 
strength. Precision machined 
for alignment of bearings and 

gearing.

New input
coupling

Available
as an option

(Till size 112)

All hardened
and ground gears

Large center
distance

Cast iron housing
With high tensile strength.

Precision machined for 
alignment of bearings and 

gearing.

Removable
inspection cover

Allows periodic inspection of 
gearing during routine

maintenance.

Aluminum and cast iron
shaft mounted gearboxes

High quality
input seals

225 Nm

320 Nm

380 Nm

900 Nm

2100 Nm

1175 Nm

CAST-IRON: FC61 ÷ FC83

ALUMINUM: FS10 ÷ FA53

60 Nm

90 Nm

150 Nm

225 Nm

380 Nm

675 Nm

510 Nm

New input
coupling

Available
as an option

(Till size 112 or aluminum 
types)

Hardened and 
ground gears

Large center
distance

Large output
bearings

Cast iron housing
Single piece cast iron housing 

with high tensile strength.
Precision machined for 

alignment of bearings and 
gearing.

Removable
inspection cover

Allows periodic inspection of 
gearing during routine

maintenance.

Parallel shaft gearboxes

380 Nm

675 Nm

900 Nm

2100 Nm

1175 Nm

H61C ÷ H83C

High quality
input seals

Flange
Fully modular to IEC B5-B14 

and for NEMA C fl ange.



New input
coupling

Available
as an option

(Till size 112, not available on 
ratio multiplier)

All hardened and 
ground gears

Output shaft
With well proportioned

bearings.

Two output oil seals
on request

Feet
Removable feet with 
safe locking system.

Compatible to the main 
standard of the market.

Removable
inspection cover

Allows periodic inspection of 
gearing during routine

maintenance.

Aluminum coaxial gearboxes

vacuum impregnated
single-piece alumi-
num alloy housing

(MIL-STD 276) for protection 
and sealing. No secondary 
fi nish required but readily 
accepts paint. Combines 

light weight with high tensile 
strength.

High quality
input seals

202A ÷603A

70 Nm

20 Nm

120 Nm

30 Nm

175 Nm

38 Nm

300 Nm

110 Nm

360 Nm

530 Nm

211A ÷ 511A

Flange
Fully modular to IEC B5-B14 

and for NEMA C fl ange.

Flange
Fully modular to IEC B5-B14 

and for NEMA C fl ange.

Foot prints
Compatible to the main 
standard of the market.

New input
coupling

Available
as an option

(Till size 112)

Hardened and ground 
gears and large
center distance

Large output
bearings

Cast iron housing
Single piece cast iron housing 

with high tensile strength.
Precision machined for 

alignment of bearings and 
gearing.

Removable
inspection cover

Allows easy inspection of 
gearing during routine

maintenance.

Cast iron coaxial gearboxes

High quality
input seals

380 Nm

675 Nm

900 Nm

4600 Nm

3000 Nm

2100 Nm

1800 Nm

1600 Nm

1175 Nm

701C ÷ 1103
Worm gearboxes Square worm gearboxes

Flange
Fully modular to IEC B5-B14 

and for NEMA C fl ange.

vacuum impregnated
single-piece alumi-
num alloy housing

(MIL-STD 276) for protection 
and sealing. No secondary 
fi nish required but readily 
accepts paint. Combines 

light weight with high tensile 
strength.

New input
coupling

Available
as an option

(Till size 112)

Stainless steel
hollow shaft

and
Twin viton seals 
shield for IP69K

Available
as an option

O-ring on
closing cover

Nickel bronze
worm gears

CuSn12Ni (C91700) is
centrifugally cast onto an iron 

hub for maximum strenght 
and superior life.

Oversized bearings
for radial load capacity and 

maximum hollow output shaft 
diameter.

Support positively-retained, 
high speed shaft for higher 

shock load capacity - ideal for 
frequent starting and rever-

sing application.

High quality
input seals

21 Nm

41 Nm

72 Nm

147 Nm

270 Nm

347 Nm

651 Nm

1050 Nm

1550 Nm

21 Nm

41 Nm

72 Nm

147 Nm

191 Nm

347 Nm

651 Nm

CAST-IRON: 110 CAST-IRON: Q11 ÷ Q15

ALUMINUN: 030 ÷ 085

ALUMINUN: Q30 ÷ Q85

Flange
Fully modular to IEC B5-B14 

and for NEMA C fl ange.

Monoblock housing
Is vacuum impregnated 

(MIL-STD 276) for protection 
and sealing. No secondary 
fi nish required but readily 
accepts paint. Combines 

light weight with high tensile 
strength. Precision machined 
for alignment of bearings and 

gearing.

New input
coupling

Available
as an option

(Till size 112 or aluminum 
types)

Hardened and 
ground cilindrical 

gears

Monoblock cast iron 
housing

With high tensile strength.
Precision machined for 

alignment of bearings and 
gearing.

Removable
inspection cover

Allows periodic inspection of 
gearing during routine

maintenance.

Helical - bevel gearboxes

High quality
input seals

CAST-IRON: X73C ÷ X114

ALUMINUM: X22S ÷ X63A

50 Nm

90 Nm

100 Nm

150 Nm

160 Nm

4600 Nm

3000 Nm

1600 Nm

1000 Nm

675 Nm

250 Nm


